
The First Board in the world
allowing you to fly above water

Powerfull propulsion

Adapted autonomy

e-foil is the first electric foil accessible to the many.
As using a foil can seem complicated or dangerous,

our conception teams innovate everyday to help
you enjoy our products safely.

Our unique propulsion system has 
been designed to give riders the ability 
to fly above the water in complete 
safety.

Modular design
Extremely easy
Eco friendly

Thanks to an innovative shape and a right size
for most body shapes, whatever your level,

you will be able to quickly enjoy your first
sensations above water.

Dimension of the board :
6’4’’x 30’’ : 150L

Construction :
EPS - Sandwich fiber glass - Epoxy + top sheet

Speed :
From 8km/h to 34km/h
From 5mph to 21mph

Propulsion :
Engine power : 3kw
Boat license not needed 
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An innovative technology

A remote controller, developed with BB Talkin, 
specialized in action sport intercom.
Our remote is very easy to use. 
It helps you feel safe and feel how easily
you can use the product, from the first ride.

Waterproof & strong design
Cruise control function 
(speed fix)
Turbo boost button
Safety trigger switch

Cooling system
“Watair Cool“

Our teams have developed a unique 
innovation around the E-foil cooling system, 

allowing for an optimal management 
of the electric system temperatures.

An adaptative board 
for all levels

On water, battery autonomy 
is  approximately 90 minutes

Our product has built-in Samsung 
Lithium batteries, the same system 
used by TESLA cars
Samsung 43,2v/35Ah

The first 
Modular electric foil

Easy switch from electric mast
to classic mast making it
a multi-use board.

1 : Electric mast 80cm
2 : Non electric mast 50cm
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Reserve 
your own pack

Beginners or experts, gliding sport lovers or summer vacationers,
if you’ve ever dreamed of flying above water try e-foil.

These packs include :
 
1 board
1 foil 1900 or 1 foil 1600
1 e-mast
1 remote with a charger
1 battery with a charger
1 carrying bag

Efoil pack 50

Its short mast makes the takeoff extremely 
easy and accessible to all.

Better performance than the Efoil ACCESS 
50 because the front wing is smaller and 

gives greater maneuverability.

Foil 1600 + mast 50cm 

Many colors

Mars Red
Pure White
Light Blue
Asphalt Grey

Efoil pack access 50
Foil 1900 + mast 50cm 

The most versatile efoil on the market. 
The short mast and large wing surface

facilitate easy takeoff and effortless 
glide for all riders.

For further information, or to order your e-foil: 
contact@takuma.fr
or on the website : takuma.fr

Before first use,
discover our tutorial videos.
http://youtube.takuma.fr

The First Board 
in the world

allowing you to fly
above water


